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I. Executive Summary


2. On 14 June 2018, OHCHR released a first report on the human rights situation in Indian-Administered Kashmir and Pakistan-Administered Kashmir. That report focused on allegations of serious human rights violations, notably excessive use of force by Indian security forces that led to numerous civilian casualties, arbitrary detention, impunity for human rights violations and human rights abuses committed by armed groups allegedly supported by Pakistan. The report also examined the human rights situation in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir and found that human rights violations there were more structural in nature; these included restrictions on the freedom of expression and freedom of association, institutional discrimination of minority groups and misuse of anti-terror laws to target political opponents and activists. The report made a wide range of recommendations to the Governments of India and of Pakistan and also urged the Human Rights Council to consider the findings of the report, including the possible establishment of an international commission of inquiry to conduct a comprehensive independent investigation into allegations of human rights violations in Kashmir.

3. On 10 September 2018, the High Commissioner for Human Rights informed the Human Rights Council during its 39th session that the OHCHR report’s findings and recommendations had “not been followed up with meaningful improvements, or even open and serious discussions on how the grave issues raised could be addressed.” Moreover, neither India nor Pakistan had taken any concrete steps towards providing OHCHR with unconditional access to their respective sides of the Line of Control. The High Commissioner also informed Member States that OHCHR would continue its monitoring and reporting work on Kashmir.

4. This report is based on information collected by OHCHR through monitoring the situation in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir (consisting of the Kashmir Valley, the Jammu and Ladakh regions) and Pakistan-Administered Kashmir (Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan). It is issued pursuant to the mandate of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, as provided by United Nations General Assembly resolution 48/141.

5. As noted in the 2018 report, the quantity and quality of information available on Indian-Administered Kashmir contrasts significantly to Pakistan-Administered Kashmir. Despite significant challenges, NGOs, human rights defenders and journalists are able to operate in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir, generating documentation on the ongoing human rights violations there. Restrictions on the freedoms of expression, opinion, peaceful assembly and association in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan have limited the ability of observers, including OHCHR, to assess the human rights situation there.

6. Since the release of the first report on the situation of human rights in Kashmir, the political coalition ruling the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir disbanded and was replaced by direct federal rule, which is also known as Governor’s rule. In Pakistan-Administered Kashmir, a joint session of the Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) Council and Azad Jammu and Kashmir Legislative Assembly passed the 13th Amendment to the Interim Constitution of Azad Jammu and Kashmir on 1 June 2018. Similarly, Pakistani authorities have also issued some reforms in Gilgit-Baltistan. Tensions between India and Pakistan escalated after the 14 February 2019 suicide bombing in Pulwama, when a vehicle borne improvised explosive device struck a convoy of Indian security forces, killing 40 soldiers of the Central Reserve Police Force, which is a federal paramilitary unit widely deployed in Indian-Administered Kashmir.

Human rights violations in Indian-Administered Kashmir

7. According to the Jammu and Kashmir Coalition of Civil Society (JKCCS), around 160 civilians were killed in 2018, which is believed to be the highest number in over one decade. Last year also registered the highest number of conflict-related casualties since 2008
with 586 people killed including 267 members of armed groups and 159 security forces personnel. However, the Union Ministry for Home Affairs claimed only 37 civilians, 238 terrorists and 86 security forces personnel were killed in 2018 up to 2 December 2018.

8. According to JKCCS, 1,081 civilians have been killed by security forces in extrajudicial killings between 2008 and 2018. Of the 160 civilians reportedly killed in 2018, 71 were allegedly killed by Indian security forces (while 43 were killed by armed group members or unidentified gunmen and 29 were killed by shelling and firing by Pakistani troops in areas along the Line of Control). The Kashmir Valley, where most of the protests and armed encounters are reported to have taken place, accounted for 122 of these civilian killings. In the first 3 months of 2019, 21 civilians were reportedly killed by various perpetrators including armed groups, unknown gunmen, Indian security forces and cross-border shelling by Pakistani security forces along the Line of Control.

9. Despite the high number of civilians being killed near encounter sites in 2018, there is no information about any new investigation into excessive use of force leading to casualties. There is no information on the status of the five investigations launched into extrajudicial executions in 2016. The Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir did not establish any investigations into civilian killings in 2017. No prosecutions have been reported. It does not appear that Indian security forces have been asked to re-evaluate or change their crowd-control techniques or rules of engagement.

10. Indian security forces continue to use pellet-firing shotguns in the Kashmir Valley as a crowd-control weapon despite concerns as to excessive use of force and the large number of incidental civilian deaths and injuries that have resulted. The 12-gauge pump-action shotgun firing metal pellets is one of the most dangerous weapons used in Kashmir. According to information from Srinagar’s Shri Maharaja Hari Singh Hospital, where most pellet shotgun injured are treated, 1,253 people have been blinded by the metal pellets used by security forces from mid-2016 to the end of 2018.

11. So-called “cordon and search operations”, a much-criticized military strategy employed by the Indian security forces in the early 1990s, was reintroduced in the Kashmir Valley in 2017. According to national and international human rights organizations, cordon and search operations enable a range of human rights violations, including physical intimidation and assault, invasion of privacy, arbitrary and unlawful detention, collective punishment and destruction of private property.

12. Authorities in Indian-Administered Kashmir continue to use various forms of arbitrary detention to target protesters, political dissidents and other civil society actors. OHCHR was informed that despite the Jammu and Kashmir High Court setting aside numerous the Jammu and Kashmir Public Safety Act (PSA) detention orders, the Jammu and Kashmir authorities continue to detain people by imposing new PSA orders even before suspects leave prisons. In July 2018, the Government of Jammu and Kashmir amended section 10 of the PSA, removing the prohibition on detaining permanent residents of Jammu and Kashmir outside the state.

13. The Armed Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) Special Powers Act 1990 (AFSPA) remains a key obstacle to accountability. Section 7 of the AFSPA prohibits the prosecution of security forces personnel unless the Government of India grants a prior permission or “sanction” to prosecute. In nearly three decades that the law has been in force in Jammu and Kashmir, there has not been a single prosecution of armed forces personnel granted by the central government. The Indian Army has also been resisting efforts to release details of trials conducted by military courts where soldiers were initially found guilty but later acquitted and released by a higher military tribunal.

14. Jammu and Kashmir continues to face frequent barriers to internet access as the authorities continue to suspend arbitrarily internet services. According to a United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), South Asia reported the highest number of shutdowns in the world between April 2017 and May 2018 with India accounting for the highest level of shutdowns in the world. Half of all internet shutdowns in India were reported from the Kashmir Valley. A widely followed Indian civil society group that tracks internet shutdowns reports that 65 of the 134 incidents of internet shutdowns
recorded in the country in 2018 were in Jammu and Kashmir. In the first four months of 2019, Jammu and Kashmir experienced 25 instances of internet shutdown.

15. On 28 February 2019, the central government declared religious-political organization Jamaat e Islami (Jammu and Kashmir) an unlawful association under section 3(1) of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act 1967. On 22 March 2019, the central government declared the pro-independence Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front (Yasin faction) an unlawful association. Political leaders in Jammu and Kashmir criticized the ban on Jamaat-e-Islami and the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front as an attack on civil liberties and one that would have a “major social impact” in the state.

16. No security forces personnel accused of torture or other forms of degrading and inhuman treatment have been prosecuted in a civilian court since these allegations started emerging in the early 1990s. Rizwan Pandit, a school principal from Pulwama district aged 29 who died while in police custody between 18 and 19 March 2019, appears to have been tortured while in custody.

**Abuses by armed groups**


18. Since the late 1980s, a variety of armed groups has been actively operating in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir, and there has been documented evidence of these groups committing a wide range of human rights abuses, including kidnappings, killings of civilians and sexual violence. While in the 1990s there were reportedly over a dozen armed groups operating in Indian-Administered Kashmir, in recent years four major armed groups are believed to be operational in this region: Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, Jaish-e-Mohammed, Hizbul Mujahideen and Harakat Ul-Mujahidin. All four are believed to be based in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir.

19. According to JKCCS, 18 civilians were killed by armed group members and another 25 civilians by unknown gunmen in 2018. On 22 March 2019, a 12-year-old boy was reportedly killed when he was held hostage by three members of Lashkar-e-Tayyiba who were trapped in an armed encounter with Indian security forces in Shopian district.

20. Two armed groups have been accused of recruiting and deploying child soldiers in Indian-Administered Kashmir.

21. Armed groups were reportedly responsible for attacks on persons affiliated or associated with political organizations in Jammu and Kashmir including the killing of at least six political party workers and a separatist leader. In the lead up to the local body elections scheduled for October 2018, armed groups threatened Kashmiris against participating in the elections and warned of “dire consequences” if those running for elections did not immediately withdraw their nomination papers and publicly apologised for their actions. While armed groups have sporadically threatened political workers in previous elections, the number of attacks in 2018 is amongst the highest in recent times.

22. The 14 February 2019 suicide bombing on Indian security forces in Pulwama was claimed by Jaish-e-Mohammed. While India blamed Pakistan for continuing to support the group’s activities, Pakistan denied the allegations and asked India to provide “actionable evidence” about the involvement of any Pakistani national. Pakistan Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi told an international news organization that Jaish-e-Mohammed founder Mohammad Masood Azhar is present in Pakistan and if India provides strong evidence then they will arrest him in accordance with applicable legal processes. However, a spokesperson for the Pakistan Army denied that Jaish-e-Mohammed “exists formally” in Pakistan. On 1 May 2019, the United Nations Security Council Da’esh and Al-Qaida Sanctions Committee announced that it had added Mohammad Masood Azhar to its list of individuals or entities subject to the assets freeze, travel ban and arms embargo. On 28 March 2019, Pakistan
rejected the Indian dossier detailing proof of Jaish-e-Mohammed’s complicity in the Pulwama attack.

23. On 22 February 2019, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), an inter-governmental organization that monitors money laundering and terrorist financing, said Pakistan had made a “high-level political commitment” to work with FATF “to address its strategic counter-terrorist financing-related deficiencies”. However, FATF added that Pakistan “does not demonstrate a proper understanding of the TF [terror financing] risks posed by Da’esh, AQ [Al Qaeda], JuD [Jamaat ud Dawa], FiF [Falah-i-Islamiyyat Foundation], LeT [Lashkar e Tayyiba], JeM [Jaish-e-Mohammed], HQN [Haqqani Network], and persons affiliated with the Taliban.” It urged Pakistan to address its “strategic deficiencies” and complete its action plan.

24. Pakistan-based armed groups that operate mostly in Indian-Administered Kashmir have also been accused of harassing and threatening nationalist and pro-independence political workers in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir.

25. On 2 August 2018, unknown armed group members attacked and burned down at least 12 schools in Gilgit-Baltistan’s Diamer district. At least half were girls’ schools.

Human Rights Violations in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir

26. In its response to OHCHR’s observations in the June 2018 report, the Government of Pakistan maintained that the constitutional and legal structures of Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan adequately protect the rights of its citizens. However, OHCHR’s monitoring and analysis found that these concerns remain. Both regions introduced constitutional changes, but failed to address the main elements that restrict the full enjoyment of all human rights for people living in these regions.

27. OHCHR highlighted that the Interim Constitution of Azad Jammu and Kashmir places several restrictions on anyone criticizing the region’s accession to Pakistan, in contravention of Pakistan’s commitments to uphold the rights to freedoms of expression and opinion, assembly and association. However, the amended Interim Constitution of 2018 has retained the clauses that directly contravene international human rights law. It explicitly continues to state, “[N]o person or political party in Azad Jammu and Kashmir shall be permitted to propagate against, or take part in activities prejudicial or detrimental to, the ideology of the State’s accession to Pakistan.” Azad Jammu and Kashmir’s electoral law has not been amended, and it continues to disqualify anyone running for elected office who does not sign a declaration that says, “[I] have consented to the above nomination and that I am not subject to any disqualification for being, or being elected as a member of the Legislative Assembly and in particular I solemnly declare that I believe in the Ideology of Pakistan, the Ideology of State’s Accession to Pakistan and the integrity and sovereignty of Pakistan.”


29. Members of nationalist and pro-independence political parties claim that they regularly face threats, intimidation and even arrests for their political activities from local authorities or intelligence agencies. They said often threats are also directed at their family members including children.

30. In November 2018, 19 activists of the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front were charged with “treason” for organising a rally in Kotli area of Azad Jammu and Kashmir. Protesters raised slogans that called on India and Pakistan to demilitarize and leave Kashmir. On 15 March 2019, 30 members of the Jammu Kashmir National Students Federation were arbitrarily detained by Pakistani law enforcement agencies while protesting at the Rawalpindi Press Club in Rawalpindi.
31. Journalists in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir continue to face threats and harassment in the course of carrying out their professional duties. According to the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), an anti-terrorism court in Gilgit-Baltistan sentenced journalist Shabbir Siham in absentia to 22 years in prison and fined him 500,000 Pakistani Rupees (USD 4,300) on charges of defamation, criminal intimidation, committing acts of terrorism, and absconding from court proceedings. On 21 November 2018, Gilgit-Baltistan authorities arrested journalist Muhammad Qasim Qasimi after he engaged in a verbal argument with a local police official. According to the International Crisis Group (ICG), Pakistani intelligence officials have also warned journalists in Gilgit-Baltistan against criticising the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects.

32. Several major projects have been proposed in Gilgit-Baltistan under CPEC, which is seen as a major infrastructure development boost for the region. According to ICG, the people of Gilgit-Baltistan are resentful because they feel CPEC projects were “designed and implemented without their input” and “will be of little benefit to them”. ICG concludes, “the state’s response to local dissent and alienation has been an overbearing security presence, marked by army checkpoints, intimidation and harassment of local residents, and crackdowns on anti-CPEC protest.”

33. A key concern in both Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan is that the local communities do not control natural resources of the territories as these are controlled by Pakistani federal agencies. Political leaders and activists feel their natural resources are exploited for the benefit of Pakistan while the people of Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan continue to remain largely impoverished.

34. Authorities in Gilgit-Baltistan continue to use the Anti-Terrorism Act 1997 (ATA) to target political activists, human rights defenders and student protesters. Authorities in Gilgit-Baltistan frequently clamp down on any anti-CPEC dissent with the ATA and the 2016 cybercrimes law. Anyone who protests or criticises CPEC is termed as “anti-national and anti-people”.

35. In the June 2018 report, OHCHR drew attention to the provision in AJK’s Interim Constitution that, similar to Pakistan’s Constitution, defines who is a real “Muslim” and uses this definition to discriminate against the minority Ahmadiyya community. The amended Interim Constitution of 2018 has made no changes to this discriminatory provision. Human rights lawyers and activists informed OHCHR that Pakistan’s blasphemy provisions continue to be in force in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan.

36. OHCHR has received credible information of enforced disappearances of people from Pakistan-Administered Kashmir including those who were held in secret detention and those whose fate and whereabouts continue to remain unknown. In almost all cases brought to OHCHR’s attention, victim groups allege that Pakistani intelligence agencies were responsible for the disappearances. There are fears that people subjected to enforced disappearances from Pakistan-Administered Kashmir may have been detained in military-run internment centers in Pakistan.

37. In May 2018, the Government of Pakistan advised the Supreme Court of Pakistan that 1,330 people were being held in various internment camps and that it required more time to furnish the Court with details of the legal proceedings against them. OHCHR has been informed that there are likely several other cases of enforced or involuntary disappearances in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir but they do not get reported like in rest of Pakistan due to the lack of independent media or independent human rights groups working in these areas. The United Nations Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances has received at least one case of a Pakistani national disappeared from Azad Jammu and Kashmir and a permanent resident of Gilgit-Baltistan disappeared from Pakistan.

Conclusions and recommendations

38. This report highlights serious human rights violations and patterns of impunity in Indian-Administered Kashmir and significant human rights concerns witnessed in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir. As stated in OHCHR’s June 2018 report, there remains an urgent
need to address past and ongoing human rights violations and to deliver justice for all people in Kashmir.

39. Political tensions between India and Pakistan over Kashmir often result in the increase of ceasefire violations along the Line of Control, including shelling and firing. Ceasefire infringements in 2018 and 2019 resulted in the killing of civilians, destruction of civilian property and displacement of people in both Indian-Administered Kashmir and Pakistan-Administered Kashmir.

40. As neither the Governments of India nor of Pakistan have taken clear steps to address and implement the recommendations made in OHCHR’s June 2018 report, those recommendations are reiterated and restated in this report. Additional recommendations are also addressed to the respective authorities for their consideration.

II. Introduction


42. On 14 June 2018, OHCHR released a first report on the human rights situation in Indian-Administered Kashmir and Pakistan-Administered Kashmir, covering the period from July 2016 to April 2018. That report focused on allegations of serious human rights violations, notably excessive use of force by Indian security forces that led to numerous civilian casualties, arbitrary detention, impunity for human rights violations and human rights abuses committed by armed groups allegedly supported by Pakistan. The report also examined the human rights situation in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir and found that human rights violations there were more structural in nature; these included restrictions on the freedom of expression and freedom of association, institutional discrimination of minority groups and misuse of anti-terror laws to target political opponents and activists. The report made a wide range of recommendations to the Governments of India and Pakistan and also urged the Human Rights Council to consider the findings of the report, including the possible establishment of an international commission of inquiry to conduct a comprehensive independent investigation into allegations of human rights violations in Kashmir.

43. India rejected the report’s findings and recommendations, accusing the United Nations of violating its “sovereignty and territorial integrity”. Pakistan welcomed the report and supported the recommendation to establish a Commission of Inquiry to address allegations of human rights violations in Indian-Administered Kashmir. Pakistan added that “human rights concerns in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan should in no way be construed to create a false sense of equivalence”.

44. There has not been substantive discussion of the report in the Human Rights Council. Some Member States, including India and Pakistan, made reference to the report and remote
monitoring during the debate on the High Commissioner’s global update under Item 2 in the 38th and 39th regular sessions of the Human Rights Council in June and September 2018.

45. On 10 September 2018, the High Commissioner for Human Rights informed the Human Rights Council during its 39th session that the OHCHR report’s findings and recommendations had “not been followed up with meaningful improvements, or even open and serious discussions on how the grave issues raised could be addressed.” Moreover, neither India nor Pakistan had taken any concrete steps towards providing OHCHR with unconditional access to their respective sides of the Line of Control. Pakistan has stated that it would provide access to OHCHR if India would provide such access to its side. The High Commissioner also informed Member States that OHCHR would continue its monitoring and reporting work on Kashmir. During the 40th session of the Human Rights Council in March 2019, the High Commissioner expressed concern about the military stand-off between India and Pakistan that was then taking place and reminded them that addressing human rights issues must be part of any solution to the conflict.

III. Methodology

46. This report, which supplements and should be read together with OHCHR’s report of 14 June 2018, is based on information collected by OHCHR through monitoring the situation in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir (consisting of the Kashmir Valley, the Jammu and Ladakh regions) and Pakistan-Administered Kashmir (Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan). It is issued pursuant to the mandate of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, as provided by United Nations General Assembly resolution 48/141.

47. Information used in this report is available in the public domain, some of which was obtained by various parties in India through the Right to Information Act, and also reflects the findings of research and monitoring carried out by local, national and international nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and human rights defenders. Wherever possible, OHCHR has used official documents and statements, such as Parliamentary questions, court orders, and police reports.

48. OHCHR conducted a small number of confidential interviews to obtain or corroborate information and for expert opinions. Due to access issues and security concerns of witnesses and victims, it was not possible for OHCHR to conduct extensive interviews with direct witnesses or victims of the human rights violations presented in this report. All confidential interviews are referenced with a code.

---


7 Ibid.


9 This report includes a section on historical background.

10 The Jammu and Kashmir region refers to the entire territory of the former princely state before 1947; in shorthand, this region is referred to as Kashmir in the report. There is no specific decision of a UN intergovernmental organ that clarifies which terminology should be used to describe the region of Kashmir. The Secretary-General’s reports and letters have used the following terms: Kashmir, Jammu and Kashmir, State of Jammu and Kashmir, Indian administered side of the Line of Control in Jammu and Kashmir, and Pakistan Administered Kashmir. In a statement of 17 August 2016, the Secretary-General referred to Indian-administered Jammu and Kashmir. OHCHR refers in the report to the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir, Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan. Where useful for clarity or brevity, OHCHR also uses Pakistan-administered Kashmir and Indian-administered Kashmir.

11 Indian citizens can request information from a public authority under the Right to Information Act 2005. It is applicable across India except the state of Jammu and Kashmir where a similar Act - ‘Jammu and Kashmir Right to Information Act 2009’ - is in force.

12 OHCHR considers the Press Trust of India—India’s largest news agency and managed by an autonomous trust—as a reliable source to quote Indian authorities and official statements.
49. As OHCHR has continued to be denied access to Kashmir, it was not possible to directly verify allegations. OHCHR bases its factual findings on the “reasonable grounds” standard of proof. This standard is met when a reliable body of information, consistent with other material, based on which a reasonable and ordinarily prudent person would have reason to believe that an incident or pattern of conduct had occurred.

50. As noted in the 2018 report, the quantity and quality of information available on Indian-Administered Kashmir contrasts significantly to Pakistan-Administered Kashmir. Despite significant challenges, NGOs, human rights defenders and journalists are able to operate in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir, generating documentation on the ongoing human rights violations there. Restrictions on the freedoms of expression, opinion, peaceful assembly and association in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan have limited the ability of observers, including OHCHR, to assess the human rights situation there. Nevertheless, OHCHR has sought to find reliable information on the human rights situation in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan.

51. In assessing the situation of human rights in Kashmir, OHCHR relied chiefly on the binding legal obligations that both India and Pakistan voluntarily assumed as State Parties to, as applicable, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, and the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, as well as customary international law.

IV. Update on the political situation

52. Since the release of the first report on the situation of human rights in Kashmir, the political coalition ruling the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir disbanded and was replaced by direct federal rule, which is also known as Governor’s rule. On 21 November 2018, Governor Satya Pal Malik dissolved the state assembly and recommended fresh elections, stating he had done so in the “state’s interest”.  

53. While India’s general elections, including for six parliamentary seats in Jammu and Kashmir, took place in April-May 2019, no dates have been announced for the next state assembly elections.

54. Political tensions peaked in Indian-Administered Kashmir after India’s Supreme Court was petitioned to annul Article 35A of the Constitution of India, which provides special powers to the Jammu and Kashmir legislative assembly to determine who is a permanent resident of the state. The provision accords special rights and privileges to the citizens of the state of Jammu and Kashmir, in state public sector jobs, acquisition of property within the state, scholarships and other public aid and welfare programmes, and it bars people

---

13 India has signed but it has not ratified the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, and the Convention for the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance, yet.


from outside the state from acquiring any immovable property in the state.\textsuperscript{18} Political groups across the spectrum in Indian Administered Kashmir protested against any move to annul Article 35A.\textsuperscript{19} The Government of Jammu and Kashmir filed a submission urging the Supreme Court to dismiss the petition, arguing that the issue had already been adjudicated previously by two different Constitutional benches.\textsuperscript{20} The Union Government of India advised the Supreme Court to postpone any hearing until after January or March 2019 as it was a “very sensitive” issue.\textsuperscript{21} The Supreme Court adjourned the hearing to March 2019,\textsuperscript{22} and then has continued to postpone it.

55. Elections for urban civic bodies and Panchayats\textsuperscript{23} were conducted in multiple phases between October and December 2018 but were marred by threats, violence and boycotts. The Jammu and Kashmir People’s Democratic Party (PDP) and the Jammu and Kashmir National Conference (NC) – the largest political parties of Jammu and Kashmir – boycotted the local civic body elections, on the basis that the situation was not favourable for elections and as a protest against attempts to annul Article 35A of the Constitution of India.\textsuperscript{24} The two regional parties also boycotted Panchayat elections set for November-December 2018.\textsuperscript{25} Armed groups operating in Indian Administered Kashmir threatened anyone participating or voting in the elections with dire consequences.\textsuperscript{26} Six party workers from two political parties were allegedly killed by armed groups in the campaigning phase of the local body elections. As a consequence, the voter turnout for Kashmir region was extremely low in comparison to the Jammu and Ladakh regions.\textsuperscript{27}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{18} Ibid; Article 35A was inserted in the Constitution in 1954 by then President of India Rajendra Prasad on the advice of Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru’s cabinet.
\item \textsuperscript{19} “Separatists Call for Shutdown in Kashmir Ahead of SC Hearing on Article 35A”, \textit{Press Trust of India}, 5 August 2018. Available from https://www.thewire.in/law/kashmir-shutdown-article-35a;

\item \textsuperscript{23} Panchayat is a South Asian local body political system found in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh.
\end{itemize}
In Pakistan-Administered Kashmir, a joint session of the Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) Council and Azad Jammu and Kashmir Legislative Assembly passed the 13th Amendment to the Interim Constitution of Azad Jammu and Kashmir on 1 June 2018. According to Pakistani authorities, this amendment will empower the Legislative Assembly by transferring most financial and administrative powers from the Council to the Assembly. Pakistani authorities claim the amendment will also ensure that citizens of Azad Jammu and Kashmir enjoy the same fundamental rights as enshrined in the Constitution of Pakistan. However, opposition parties and critics claim that the 13th amendment will in fact turn Azad Jammu and Kashmir into a province of Pakistan rather than maintaining its special status, while experts and political activists are concerned that most of the key powers have been transferred to the Pakistani federal government, thereby further limiting the autonomy of the region’s legislature and government.

Similarly, Pakistani authorities have also issued some reforms in Gilgit-Baltistan. The Legislative Assembly in this region has been renamed as the Gilgit-Baltistan Assembly and the Chief Court of Gilgit-Baltistan has been renamed as the Gilgit-Baltistan High Court. However, civil society representatives in Gilgit-Baltistan believe these are nominal changes, which do not devolve real power or provide better protection for people as part of Gilgit-Baltistan Reforms Order 2018.

Tensions between India and Pakistan escalated after the 14 February 2019 suicide bombing in Pulwama, when a vehicle borne improvised explosive device struck a convoy of Indian security forces, killing 40 soldiers of the Central Reserve Police Force, which is a federal paramilitary unit widely deployed in Indian-Administered Kashmir. Both the United Nations Secretary-General and the High Commissioner for Human Rights strongly condemned the attack. Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammed claimed responsibility for the attack. India blamed Pakistan for supporting Jaish-e-Mohammed’s activities. Pakistan rejected this allegation and asked India to provide “actionable evidence” about the involvement of any Pakistani national. India claimed that it had provided all necessary information and intelligence.

30 Ibid.
36 Jaish-e-Mohammed is listed on the UN Security Council’s Al-Qaeda and ISIL sanctions list and is known to be based in Pakistan. (UN Security Council, Jaish-i-Mohammed profile. Available from https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/sanctions/1267/aq_sanctions_list/summaries/entity/jaish-i-mohammed.)
59. On 26 February 2019, India claimed its air force had bombed a Jaish-e-Mohammed training camp in Balakot, Pakistan and killed “a very large number of Jaish-e-Mohammed terrorists, trainers, senior commanders and groups of jihadis who were being trained for fidayeen action”. Pakistan protested this action as a violation of its “sovereignty and territorial integrity” and claimed Indian jets had randomly released their ordinance in an “uninhabited remote area” under pressure from Pakistan combat jets.

60. On 27 February 2019, Pakistan claimed its air force had struck “across the Line of Control from within Pakistani airspace”. In the ensuing battle between Indian and Pakistani air forces, one Indian pilot was captured by Pakistani forces after he was forced to bail out of his aircraft in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir. Pakistan released the captured pilot on 1 March 2019. While direct military tensions de-escalated after this incident, sporadic cross-border shelling and firing by both sides continued through February and March.

V. Human rights violations in Indian-Administered Kashmir

A. Civilian killings and excessive use of force

61. According to the Jammu and Kashmir Coalition of Civil Society (JKCCS), around 160 civilians were killed in 2018, which is believed to be the highest number in over one decade. Last year also registered the highest number of conflict-related casualties since 2008 with 586 people killed including 267 members of armed groups and 159 security forces personnel. According to JKCCS, 1,081 civilians have been killed by security forces in extrajudicial killings between 2008 and 2018.

62. However, the Union Ministry for Home Affairs claimed only 37 civilians, 238 terrorists and 86 security forces personnel were killed in 2018 up to 2 December 2018.

63. According to JKCCS, of the 160 civilians reportedly killed in 2018, 71 were allegedly killed by Indian security forces, 43 were killed by armed group members or unidentified gunmen and 29 were killed by shelling and firing by Pakistani troops in areas along the Line of Control. The Kashmir Valley, where most of the protests and armed encounters are reported to have taken place, accounted for 122 of these civilian killings. The 4 districts of South Kashmir – Pulwama, Kulgam, Shopian and Anantnag – recorded 85 of the 122 civilian killings in 2018.
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64. In the first 3 months of 2019, 21 civilians were reportedly killed by various perpetrators including armed groups, unknown gunmen, Indian security forces and cross-border shelling by Pakistani security forces along the Line of Control; 3 civilians were killed by the armed forces while 4 died in grenade or improvised explosive device (IED) explosions. According to JKCCS, a total of 162 conflict-related casualties were recorded between January and March 2019, including 83 Indian security forces personnel and 58 armed group members.

65. In comparison, between July 2016 and March 2018, OHCHR reported around 165 civilian killings by Indian security forces and armed groups in Indian-Administered Kashmir.

66. Civil society groups believe that a majority of the civilian killings recorded in 2018 were due to excessive use of force by Indian security forces against civilians. This is similar to the pattern found by OHCHR from July 2016 to March 2018.

67. Similar to 2017, a majority of the killings reported in 2018 took place around sites of armed encounters between security forces and armed group members. While some of the civilians killed were protesters who may have been throwing rocks at security forces to help armed group members escape, there have been several cases of bystanders or civilians situated far from “encounter sites”. As in the past, security forces allegedly used live ammunition and pellet-firing shotguns to disperse such protesters resulting in serious injuries and deaths.

68. For instance, on 5 May 2018, security forces allegedly killed five civilians and injured dozens of others after protests broke out near an encounter site where five members of the banned Hizbul Mujahideen were killed in a gunfight. The five civilians, including a minor, were allegedly shot dead by security forces in their action against the protesters.

69. In another incident on 15 December 2018, seven civilians were reportedly killed near the site of an armed encounter in Pulwama district of South Kashmir where Indian security forces carried out actions in which three armed group members were killed. The seven civilians, including three minors, were killed when security forces allegedly opened fire on protesters who confronted them after the armed encounter ended. In 2018, at least 39 civilians, including 11 minors, were killed near armed encounter sites in the Kashmir Valley allegedly due to excessive use of force against protesters.

70. Despite the high number of civilians being killed near encounter sites in 2018, there is no information about any new investigation into excessive use of force leading to casualties. There is no information on the status of the five investigations launched into
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extrajudicial executions in 2016.\textsuperscript{62} The Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir did not establish any investigations into civilian killings in 2017.\textsuperscript{63} No prosecutions have been reported. It does not appear that Indian security forces have been asked to re-evaluate or change their crowd-control techniques or rules of engagement.

71. Through several official communications addressed to the Government of India, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions has raised concerns about the alleged violations of the right to life in Jammu and Kashmir, especially since the 2016 unrest began.\textsuperscript{64} Since January 2018, the Special Rapporteur has sent three communications to India expressing concerns about “intentional, excessive or indiscriminate use of firearms” by Indian security forces and the failure to conduct “thorough, prompt and impartial investigations” into these cases in order to uphold rule of law and to ensure non-reoccurrence of the violations.\textsuperscript{65} In her 18 March 2019 communication, the Special Rapporteur also raised the killing of five people by “militants or unknown individuals”.\textsuperscript{66}

72. Taking note of OHCHR’s June 2018 report, a number of United Nations Special Rapporteurs issued a joint communication in which they noted: “We regret that, from the information received, it does not appear that efforts have been made to implement the recommendations, including in relation to the repeal the Armed Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) Special Powers Act, 1990; to establish independent, impartial and credible investigations to probe all civilian killings which have occurred since July 2016; to investigate all deaths that have occurred in the context of security operations in Jammu and Kashmir following the guidelines laid down by the Supreme Court of India; and to investigate all cases of abuses committed by armed groups in Jammu and Kashmir, including the killings of minority Kashmiri Hindus since the late 1980s.”\textsuperscript{67}

73. In its response to the joint communication, the Government of India responded to this letter with a written reply saying that it took “serious objection” to the mandate holders referencing OHCHR’s June 2018 report and would no longer engage with any mandate holder on this issue.\textsuperscript{68}

74. Under article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, States parties are expected to take all necessary measures intended to prevent arbitrary deprivations of life by their law enforcement officials, including soldiers charged with law enforcement missions. In particular, all operations of law enforcement officials should comply with relevant international standards, including the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement

\textsuperscript{62} In January 2018, the state government of Jammu and Kashmir informed the state assembly that five inquiries had been established to review the killing of civilians in 2016 (Jammu and Kashmir Legislative Assembly, Unstarred A.Q. No.123. 23 January 2018, p. 2. Available from http://www.jklegislativeassembly.nic.in/replies2018/23JAN18/A.Q.NO.123%20001.pdf.)
\textsuperscript{63} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{65} AL IND 8/2019; AL IND 25/2018; AL IND 9/2018.
\textsuperscript{66} Joint Communication, Mandates of the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions; the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health; the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (IND 8/2019), 18 March 2019, p. 1. Available from
\textsuperscript{67} Ibid, p.4.
\textsuperscript{68} India, Note Verbale GEN/PMI/353/05/2019, 23 April 2019. Available from https://spcommreports.ohchr.org/TMResultsBase/DownloadFile?gId=34631.
Officials (General Assembly resolution 34/169)(1979) and the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials (1990). States parties are also obliged to carry out ex officio an independent, impartial, prompt, thorough, effective, credible and transparent investigation concerning the circumstances of potentially unlawful deprivations of life, and when appropriate, bring the perpetrators to justice. In the event that a violation is found, full reparation must be provided to the victims, including, adequate measures of compensation, rehabilitation and satisfaction.69

75. According to JKCCS, on 15 December 2018, Indian security forces used four civilians as human shields during a gunfight with armed group members in Pulwama district.70 One of the civilians said that they were ordered to remove logs scattered in an orchard to find the exact hideout of suspected armed group members.71 Seven civilians and three armed group members were killed in this armed encounter.72

B. Continued use of pellet-firing shotgun

76. Indian security forces continue to use pellet-firing shotguns in the Kashmir Valley as a crowd-control weapon despite concerns as to excessive use of force and the large number of incidental civilian deaths and injuries that have resulted. It should be noted that this weapon is not deployed elsewhere in India. As noted in OHCHR’s June 2018 report, the 12-gauge pump-action shotgun firing metal pellets is one of the most dangerous weapons used in Kashmir.73

77. On 16 June 2018, a civilian was killed in Anantnag district of South Kashmir after being hit by metal pellets fired by security forces at protesters returning from Eid prayers.74 The deceased had pellet wounds in his neck and throat.75 In another incident a 19-month-old girl was hit by the metal pellets in her right eye on 25 November 2018.76 The metal pellets were successfully removed from her eye but doctors were unsure whether she would regain her eyesight completely.77

78. According to information from Srinagar’s Shri Maharaja Hari Singh Hospital, where most pellet shotgun injured are treated, 1,253 people have been blinded by the metal pellets used by security forces from mid-2016 to end of 2018.78

79. In compliance with the right to life, law enforcement officials, including soldiers charged with law enforcement missions, can only employ “less-lethal” weapons, subject to strict requirements of necessity and proportionality, in situations in which other less harmful measures have proven to be, or clearly are ineffective to address the threat. “Less-lethal” weapons should be used in situations of crowd control which can be addressed through less
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harmful means, especially situations involving the exercise of the right to peaceful assembly.\textsuperscript{79}

C. Cordon and Search Operations

80. So-called “cordon and search operations”, a much-criticized military strategy employed by the Indian security forces in the early 1990s, was reintroduced in the Kashmir Valley in 2017.\textsuperscript{80} During the peak of armed insurgency in the 1990s, most extrajudicial killings were associated with cordon and search operations.\textsuperscript{81} Typically in a cordon and search operation, security forces order all the men of a neighbourhood to come out and assemble for an “identification parade in front of hooded informers”.\textsuperscript{82}

81. According to national and international human rights organizations, cordon and search operations enable a range of human rights violations, including physical intimidation and assault, invasion of privacy, arbitrary and unlawful detention, collective punishment and destruction of private property.\textsuperscript{83} In a September 2018 statement, the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation contact group on Jammu and Kashmir expressed “grave concern over the cordon and search operations in which Kashmir youth are being targeted with impunity”.\textsuperscript{84}

82. In 2018, civilian deaths were also reported due to excessive use of force during cordon and search operations.\textsuperscript{85} On 22 June 2018, a 55-year-old man, Mohammed Yousuf Rather, was allegedly shot when security forces entered his home in Nowshehra village of Anantnag district as part of a local operation.\textsuperscript{86} He died before reaching the hospital. On 26 September 2018, a 24-year-old man, Mohammed Saleem Malik, was killed during a cordon and search operation near his house in Srinagar’s Noorbagh area.\textsuperscript{87}

83. JKCCS also recorded 120 cases of destruction of civilian property during cordon and search operations in 2018 including 31 private houses being completely burnt down.\textsuperscript{88} Another 18 cases of destruction of civilian property were reported in the first 3 months of 2019.\textsuperscript{89} Persons affected have complained that they have not received any compensation.\textsuperscript{90}
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D. Arbitrary detention

84. Authorities in Indian-Administered Kashmir continue to use various forms of arbitrary detention to target protesters, political dissidents and other civil society actors. A number of laws in Jammu and Kashmir provide the legal basis for arbitrary detention, but the one that is used most frequently to stifle protests and political dissent is the Jammu and Kashmir Public Safety Act (PSA) 1978.\footnote{The PSA authorizes the authorities to impose an administrative detention order for a broad range of activities that are vaguely defined, including “acting in any manner prejudicial to the security of the State” or for “acting in any manner prejudicial to the maintenance of public order”. PSA allows for detention without charge or trial for up to two years in some cases. (India, Jammu and Kashmir Public Safety Act, 1978. Available from http://jkhome.nic.in/PSA0001.pdf). See also JKCCS, "Annual Human Rights Review 2018", pp. 15-19.} The PSA does not provide for a judicial review of detention,\footnote{Human Rights Watch, International Commission of Jurists and Amnesty International, “Cease Wrongful Detention in Jammu and Kashmir”, 15 October 2016. Available from https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/10/15/india-cease-wrongful-detentions-jammu-and-kashmir.} and state authorities have defied orders by the Jammu and Kashmir High Court to release people detained under this law by issuing successive detention orders.\footnote{Amnesty International, “A Lawless Law”, 21 March 2011, pp. 58-59. Available from https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/ASA20/001/2011/en/;} This practice has been used to keep people arbitrarily in detention for several weeks, months, and, in some cases, years.\footnote{L177; L181.} The Supreme Court of India has described the system of administrative detention, including PSA, as a “lawless law”\footnote{Supreme Court of India, Jaya Mala v. Home Secretary, Government of Jammu & Kashmir (29 July 1982). Available from https://indiankanoon.org/doc/203168/;}.\footnote{In this report, OHCHR uses the terms separatist and pro-independence interchangeably. In Indian-Administered Kashmir, separatist and pro-independence refer to those who call for Kashmir to be independent from both India and Pakistan and to those who call for Kashmir’s accession to Pakistan. In Pakistan-Administered Kashmir, pro-independence refers to those who call for Kashmir to be independent of both Pakistan and India.}

85. Pro-independence leader\footnote{The Constitution of Jammu and Kashmir, 1956 defines who is a permanent resident of the state of Jammu and Kashmir, and Article 35A of the Constitution of India provides preferential rights to such permanent residents.} Masrat Alam, who was first detained under the PSA in 2010, was charged for the 37\textsuperscript{th} time in November 2018.\footnote{Ibid.} He was re-arrested under the PSA in apparent contravention of the Supreme Court’s orders that any new detention order against him would not come into effect for a week to help him prepare his legal defence.\footnote{JKCCS, “Annual Human Rights Review 2018”, p.15.} Despite being repeatedly detained under the PSA, Masarat Alam has never been convicted of any charges.\footnote{Ibid.} Several separatist political leaders were detained under PSA in 2018 and 2019 and continue to be imprisoned.\footnote{Ibid.}

86. In July 2018, the Government of Jammu and Kashmir amended section 10 of the PSA, removing the prohibition on detaining permanent residents of Jammu and Kashmir\footnote{India, Jammu and Kashmir Public Safety Act (Amendment) Act, 2018, 13 July 2018. Available from http://jklaw.nic.in/pdf/Public%20Safety.pdf.} outside the state.\footnote{JKCCS, “Annual Human Rights Review 2018”, p.15.} At least 40 people, chiefly separatist political leaders charged under the PSA were transferred to prisons outside the state of Jammu and Kashmir in 2018.\footnote{JKCCS, “Annual Human Rights Review 2018”, p.15.} There are fears that the Government’s decision to transfer PSA detainees outside Jammu and Kashmir is a way to punish the detainees further, as this makes it harder for them to be visited by their
family members or to meet with their legal counsel. In relation to this, some prisons even deny lawyers permission to meet their clients without special court orders. Prisons outside Jammu and Kashmir are also considered hostile for Kashmiri Muslims detainees, especially separatist leaders, as they are treated as “terror suspects”. 

While protesters throwing stones or separatist leaders are usually held initially for three months as a form of preventive detention, authorities extend their detention for three months at a time without producing any new evidence substantiating grounds for their continued detention.

The state government is obligated under the Jammu and Kashmir Right to Information Act 2009 to publicly provide “detailed reasons, facts and materials that form the basis of this amendment”. However, Jammu and Kashmir authorities have not provided any details on why section 10 of the PSA was amended to allow the transfer of detainees to prisons outside Jammu and Kashmir.

A right to information (RTI) inquiry revealed that while the PSA Advisory Board confirmed almost 99 percent of the detention orders, the Jammu and Kashmir High Court reversed over 81 percent of these detention orders. In May 2018, the State Government further diluted the checks and balances in the application of the PSA by removing the need to consult Jammu and Kashmir High Court Chief Justice while constituting the Advisory Board.

OHCHR was informed that despite the Jammu and Kashmir High Court setting aside numerous PSA detention orders, the Jammu and Kashmir authorities continue to detain people by imposing new PSA orders even before suspects leave prisons.

The United Nations Treaty Bodies and Special Procedures have called on India to amend the PSA to ensure it complies with its international human rights obligations. The Human Rights Committee has noted that the PSA contravenes the rights enshrined in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, especially the rights to liberty and to a free and fair trial. While analyzing several cases of arbitrary detention under the PSA, the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention observed that, “[the] Government has not refuted the allegation that these persons were detained by security forces under the said Act without serving them with an arrest warrant, which constitutes a violation of due process in detention.”
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As a State Party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, India is obligated to ensure the principles of legality and the right to liberty and security. The right to liberty and security includes the right not to be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention, the right to know the reasons for one’s detention and charges, if any, the right to be brought before a judge within a reasonable time following arrest or detention, and the right to appeal to a court of law to review the arrest or detention. Where persons detained under the PSA have been transferred outside Jammu and Kashmir, the authorities are also obligated to guarantee them, “adequate time and facilities for the preparation of … [a] defence and to communicate with counsel of…[their] own choosing.”

As noted in the OHCHR’s June 2018 report, the Human Rights Committee raised concerns in relation to the system of administrative detention in India and made recommendations which have yet to be fully implemented. Likewise, although in 2014 the Committee on the Rights of the Child recommended India that all persons under the age of 18 be handled by the juvenile justice system in all circumstances, and that age verification procedures be consistently and effectively applied, information received by OHCHR indicates that there have been cases of children under 18 years being detained under the PSA in 2018 and 2019. OHCHR was informed that there are several cases where children under the age of 18 were being held in police station lock-ups for several days without charge and were being mistreated, even being required to pay for their meals.

In February 2019, the Jammu and Kashmir High Court rescinded an order of the Jammu and Kashmir Director General of Police (Prisons) that sought to shift an “under trial” prisoner outside the state. The High Court established that the state was unable to demonstrate that the transfer (of the detainee) was done to meet any administrative exigency or emergency. However, observers have expressed skepticism that this decision will stop the transfer of PSA detainees outside of Jammu and Kashmir.

Indian authorities have made no attempt to address serious concerns about access to justice and impunity for human rights violations committed in Jammu and Kashmir. The Armed Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) Special Powers Act 1990 (AFSPA) remains a key obstacle to accountability. As described in the June 2018 OHCHR report, this Act grants...
broad powers to the security forces operating in Jammu and Kashmir and effectively bestows immunity on security forces from prosecution in civilian courts for their conduct, by requiring the Central Government to sanction all prospective prosecutions against such personnel.

96. Section 7 of the AFSPA prohibits the prosecution of security forces personnel unless the Government of India grants a prior permission or “sanction” to prosecute. In nearly three decades that the law has been in force in Jammu and Kashmir, there has not been a single prosecution of armed forces personnel granted by the central government. Moreover, the Indian Army has used section 7 to block prosecution of its personnel even by independent federal investigation agencies.

97. Despite repeated calls from national and international human rights experts to repeal the AFSPA, Indian authorities have given no indication that this law will be repealed or amended in Jammu and Kashmir.

98. Despite allegations of serious human rights violations committed by the Indian security forces, especially in the 1990s and early 2000s, Indian authorities have consistently undermined efforts to hold members of security forces accountable. As of 1 May 2019, it does not appear that Indian authorities have changed their approach in addressing charges of impunity enjoyed by the security forces.

99. A staged or “fake encounter” near the Pathribal village in the Anantnag district of Jammu and Kashmir in March 2000 illustrates the means that have been used to ensure impunity for security forces until now. On 25 March 2000, the authorities announced that in the context of a joint operation, the Indian Army and the Jammu and Kashmir Police had killed five allegedly foreign members of an armed group in a gunfight near Pathribal. The authorities claimed that the five had been responsible for the killing of 35 Sikh villagers in Chitisinghpura village of Anantnag district on 20 March 2000. However, days later, family members of the five claimed that they were not foreign fighters but were ordinary villagers who had been forcibly taken away by the 7 Rashtriya Rifles unit and later killed in a staged encounter in Pathribal. Pressured by widespread civilian protests, the state government of

133 On 1 January 2018, the Union Ministry of Defence informed the upper house of the Indian Parliament that it had received 50 requests for sanction for prosecution from the Government of Jammu and Kashmir since AFSPA 1990 came into force. Sanction requests in 47 cases were rejected and are pending in 3 cases (Parliament of India, Rajya Sabha, Unstarred question no. 1463. Available from http://rajyasabha.nic.in/)


135 At least two judicial committees set up by Indian authorities (Justice Jeevan Reddy Committee and Justice Santosh Hegde Committee) have called for repeal of AFSPA from Jammu and Kashmir and several states in Northeast India. United Nations Special Rapporteurs on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions and on violence against women, its causes and consequences also called for the repeal of AFSPA during their respective India country visits in 2012 and 2013. “Fake encounters” entail that suspected criminals or persons alleged to be terrorists or insurgents, and in some cases individuals for whose apprehension an award is granted, are fatally shot by the security officers. A “shootout scene” is staged afterwards to portray those killed as the aggressors who had first opened fire. The security officers allege in this regard that they returned fire in self-defence. (Report of the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Christof Heyns, Mission to India (A/HRC/23/47/Add.1.), 26 April 2013, para 17.)
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Jammu and Kashmir ordered the exhumation of the bodies for forensic analysis and DNA testing. DNA testing revealed that the five men killed were not foreign armed group members as claimed by the security forces but that they were civilians from villages around Pathribal. Jammu and Kashmir Chief Minister Farooq Abdullah called for an independent investigation into the incident by the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI), a federal agency.

On 11 May 2006, the CBI filed murder charges against five serving army personnel from the 7 Rashtriya Rifles unit in the course of performing official duties, and so the perpetrators could not be protected under section 197(2) of the Criminal Procedure Code, which similar to section 7 of the AFSPA necessitates the Central Government’s prior sanction to prosecute personnel of any central armed forces. The five army personnel were charged by CBI with various offences, including criminal conspiracy, murder and kidnapping.

Despite this, the Indian Army blocked the prosecution of five army personnel under section 7 of the AFSPA. The Supreme Court of India upheld the army’s action, ruling that criminal prosecution could not proceed without the central government’s permission. It added that the army has to decide within eight weeks whether it will hand over the accused to civilian courts or try them by court-martial. It further said, “In case the option is made to try the case by a court-martial, the said proceedings would commence immediately and would be concluded expeditiously, strictly in accordance with law.”

Finally, in September 2012, over 12 years after the murder of the five civilians in Pathribal, the Indian Army chose to bring the case before the military justice system and began proceedings in a general court-martial. However, on 24 January 2014 the Indian Army said it was dismissing all charges against five of its personnel due to a lack of evidence. According to the closure report filed in the Srinagar Chief Magistrate’s Court, the Indian Army did not conduct a trial but instead dismissed the charges through a pre-trial procedure known as summary of evidence under Rule 24 of the Army Rules 1954.

In 2017, the family members of the five civilians petitioned the Supreme Court to consider the matter once again, arguing that the army never conducted a trial. The Supreme Court issued notice to the Central Government, Indian Army and CBI, but multiple hearings
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including in 2018 have been postponed due to inaction on the part of the authorities and the case remains stalled.\footnote{149}

\footnote{149}104. The Indian Army has also been resisting efforts to release details of trials conducted by military courts where soldiers were initially found guilty but later acquitted and released by a higher military tribunal. In 2017, the Indian Army petitioned the Delhi High Court urging it to set aside a 2015 Central Information Commission’s order to release trial details to an individual who filed a right to information request. The case has since been adjourned several times in 2018 and has been now listed for July 2019.\footnote{153}

\footnote{150}105. There has been no progress in the Kunan Poshpora mass rape case from 1991, and authorities continue to thwart attempts of the survivors to get justice. The state government petitioned the Supreme Court against the Jammu and Kashmir High Court’s 2014 order that directed the state government to pay compensation to the victims within three months. The High Court order was based on the Jammu and Kashmir State Human Rights Commission’s recommendations in 2011 to reopen and reinvestigate the case and to prosecute a senior official, whom it accused of deliberately obstructing the investigation. The case remained stalled in the Supreme Court throughout 2018.

\footnote{151}106. Neither the state government nor central authorities have challenged the Armed Forces Tribunal’s July 2017 decision to suspend the life sentences and to grant bail to five Indian Army personnel convicted by an army court-martial on 12 November 2014 for the extrajudicial killing of three civilians in Macchil in Baramulla district in 2010.\footnote{157}

\footnote{152}107. There has been no progress in investigations into the attacks and killings of minority Hindu community known as Kashmiri Pandits, thousands of whom were forced to flee the Kashmir Valley in the 1990s due to threats by armed groups. In 2017, the Supreme Court rejected a petition seeking investigations into the killing of Kashmiri Pandits. Neither the Central Government nor the state government has taken any steps for further investigation.

\footnote{153}150. A RTI application filed in 2015 had sought details of the military court trial that found six Indian Army soldiers guilty of extrajudicial killing of three men in Macchil in Baramulla district in 2010. OHCHR has received a copy of this application and directions by India’s Central Information Commission directing Indian Army to release details.

\footnote{151}151. In July 2017, the Armed Forces Tribunal suspended the life sentences and granted bail to five Indian Army personnel who had been convicted by an army court-martial on 12 November 2014 for the extrajudicial killing of three civilians in Macchil in Baramulla district in 2010. The killings, which were perpetrated on the night of 29 April 2010, had triggered violent protests in Kashmir in the summer of 2010 and resulted in the deaths of over 100 protesters. The Armed Forces Tribunal’s decision to suspend the life sentences has not been made public. Neither the state nor central authorities have challenged the Armed Forces Tribunal’s order. (See OHCHR, “Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Kashmir”, para 55.)

\footnote{152}152. Delhi High Court, W.P (C) 5703/2017, “Union of India versus Venkatesh Nayak”.

\footnote{153}153. Ibid, adjournment order on 25 September 2018.

\footnote{154}154. According to survivors and a local administration official, on the night of 23 February 1991, soldiers from the 4 Rajputana Rifles regiment of the Indian Army gang-raped around 23 women of Kunan and Poshpora villages of Kupwara district, Jammu and Kashmir. Details of this case were covered in OHCHR’s June 2018 report. (See OHCHR, “Report on the Situation of Human Rights in Kashmir”, paras 126-131)


\footnote{159}159. Ibid, para 139.
F. Restrictions on freedom of expression, censorship and attack on press freedoms

108. Jammu and Kashmir continues to face frequent barriers to internet access as the authorities continue to suspend arbitrarily internet services. According to a United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), South Asia reported the highest number of shutdowns in the world between April 2017 and May 2018 with India accounting for the highest level of shutdowns in the world.\(^{160}\) Half of all internet shutdowns in India were reported from the Kashmir Valley.\(^{161}\) UNESCO said that internet shutdowns “pose a threat to human rights and block the public’s right to know; and have emerged a significant tool of censorship by governments which are increasingly utilizing shutdowns under the guise of security”.\(^{162}\) A widely followed Indian civil society group that tracks internet shutdowns reports that 65 of the 134 incidents of internet shutdowns recorded in the country in 2018 were in Jammu and Kashmir.\(^{163}\) In the first 4 months of 2019, Jammu and Kashmir experienced 25 instances of internet shutdown.\(^{164}\)

109. In 2018, several journalists and human rights defenders – mostly based in the Kashmir Valley – reported that social media platforms Twitter and Facebook had taken actions against a number of accounts for various Kashmir-related content, including removing such posts or suspending user accounts.\(^{165}\)

110. As a State party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, India is obliged to protect the right to freedom of expression and opinion.\(^{166}\) While Article 19(3) of the Covenant allows states to impose restrictions on certain grounds including protection of “public order”,\(^{167}\) the Human Rights Committee has warned that any such curbs must be necessary and proportionate and should not jeopardize the right itself.\(^{168}\) Similarly, the Committee also noted that restrictions on the freedom of journalists or those wishing to travel to human rights-related meetings and restricting the entry of foreign journalists are not compatible with Article 19(3).\(^{169}\)

111. According to UNESCO, the Kashmir Valley continues to be an extremely dangerous place for journalists as 21 journalists have lost their lives in Kashmir Valley since 1990 in “targeted killings or caught in the cross-fire”.\(^{170}\) UNESCO notes, “[A]ssaults from all sides of the conflict – militants, the military and state-sponsored renegades (‘surrendered militants’ or Ikhwanis) had made journalism a hazardous profession during the 1990s. Abduction, parcel bombs and intimidation were not uncommon.”\(^{171}\)

112. Press freedom groups reported several incidents of attacks and restrictions on journalists in the Kashmir Valley in 2018. On 2 June 2018, journalist Muheet ul Aslam allegedly was assaulted by Central Reserve Police Force personnel in Srinagar while on his way to cover the funeral of civilian who was killed after allegedly being run over by a Central Reserve Police Force truck.\(^{172}\) Prominent Kashmiri journalist Shujaat Bukhari was
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assassinated by unknown gunmen outside his newspaper office in Srinagar on 14 June 2018.\(^\text{173}\) Shujaat Bukhari, editor in chief of the Rising Kashmir media group, had been part of several “track II” diplomacy initiatives between India and Pakistan that aimed at reducing tensions between the two countries and facilitating dialogue.\(^\text{174}\) Jammu and Kashmir Police claimed that Pakistan-based Lashkar-e-Tayyiba armed group planned his assassination.\(^\text{175}\) On 28 November 2018, authorities claimed to have killed the top Lashkar-e-Tayyiba operative responsible for Shujaat Bukhari’s killing in an armed encounter in Budgam district.\(^\text{176}\)

113. On 27 August 2018, the authorities detained Aasif Sultan, Assistant Editor of Kashmir Narrator newspaper. On 1 September 2018, he was formally arrested for alleged involvement in a gunfight between security forces and armed groups in the Batamaloo area of Srinagar on 12 August 2018.\(^\text{177}\) The Jammu and Kashmir Police told a local court that through his writings Aasif Sultan would “often give coverage to Hizbul Mujahideen terrorists, especially Burhan Wani, to attract youth towards terrorist organisations, especially Hizbul Mujahideen.”\(^\text{178}\) Aasif Sultan was charged under the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act 1967 with conspiracy, harbouring a “terrorist” and “support given to a terrorist organisation”.\(^\text{179}\) The Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, India’s principal counter-terrorism law, permits pre-charge detention for up to 180 days, including 30 days in police custody, places limitation on bail, and presumes guilt in certain circumstances. The Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act has been criticized by human rights defenders for falling short of India’s obligations under international human rights law.\(^\text{180}\) On 14 November 2018, a court denied his bail request and extended his detention until 7 December 2018, despite the fact that the police have failed to file formal charges against him.\(^\text{181}\) As of 1 May 2019, Aasif Sultan remains in detention. The Twitter account of Kashmir Narrator newspaper was blocked at the time of Aasif Sultan’s arrest; the official reason given by Twitter was: “Account withheld – @KashmirNarrator’s account has been withheld in India in response to a legal demand.”\(^\text{182}\)

114. During the local body elections organized in October 2018, media associations reported several cases of police assaults and severe restrictions against journalists from across


\(^{178}\) Ibid.

\(^{179}\) Ibid.

\(^{180}\) The Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders has previously called for the repeal of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act. (Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders, Margaret Sekaggya, A/HRC/19/55/Add.1, 6 February 2012, para 145). On 28 September 2018, seven Special Procedures mandates, including the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention and the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism, sent a communication to the Government expressing concern about “an alarming pattern with regard to the use by the authorities of provisions of the Penal Code and of the Unlawful Activities Prevention Act to suppress dissent and to curtail human rights work, in particular with regard to the defence and promotion of the rights and freedoms of minorities and scheduled castes.” IND 21/2018.

\(^{181}\) CPJ statement available from https://twitter.com/CPJAsia/status/1062759732077723648.
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These incidents included police preventing journalists from covering the local body elections by placing restrictions on their movement or preventing them from taking photographs, police stopping journalists from covering public funerals of armed groups members killed in gunfights with security forces, journalists beaten up by security forces while covering security operations, journalists getting hit by metal pellets and journalists assaulted for allegedly informing stone throwing protesters of police movement.\(^{184}\)

115. Journalists in Kashmir also face threats from and intimidation by armed groups. In May 2018, photojournalist Masrat Zahra faced online harassment and threats when a photograph of her was circulated on social media platforms with the caption ‘mukhbir’, which means “spy” or “informer”.\(^{185}\)

116. Days ahead of his assassination, journalist Shujaat Bukhari had been targeted by an anonymous blog that accused him of “furthering Indian interests” through his work for peace process initiatives.\(^{186}\) The same blog also made veiled threats against two other Kashmiri journalists weeks after his murder.\(^{187}\)

117. Foreign journalists based in India informed OHCHR that beginning in mid-2018 the Indian authorities introduced new restrictions on foreign media personnel reporting from Jammu and Kashmir including the need for special permission from the central government.\(^{188}\) According to the former South Asia Bureau Chief of The Washington Post, in May 2018 the Government of India sent official warnings to foreign journalists about travelling to “certain areas” without permission. This was interpreted by journalists to mean permission for going to Kashmir.\(^{189}\) OHCHR verified this new policy with multiple foreign correspondents, many of whom have been waiting for official permission to visit Jammu and Kashmir for several weeks.\(^{190}\) Indian authorities have informed journalists that this is neither the revival of an old policy nor a new policy but merely an enforcement of an existing rule. Journalists said that the Government of India had sent a reminder of this rule in 2016 but authorities did not insist on compliance with this policy until May 2018.\(^{191}\)

118. In December 2018, Reuters photojournalist Cathal McNaughton was denied re-entry into India for allegedly travelling to “restricted parts” of Jammu and Kashmir without “valid permission”.\(^{192}\)

119. Independent experts of the United Nations and regional organizations on freedom of expression have made a Joint Declaration on Freedom of Expression and Responses to Conflict Situations, stating that “administrative measures should not be used to restrict the movement of journalists, including the entry of foreign journalists into a country, or media coverage of demonstrations or other events of public interest, unless this is strictly justified by the exigencies of the situation, in line with the three-part test.”\(^{193}\)


\(^{184}\) Ibid.


\(^{186}\) OHCHR has verified the threats made on this blog.

\(^{187}\) Ibid.

\(^{188}\) J41; J59.

\(^{189}\) Ibid.


\(^{190}\) Ibid.

\(^{191}\) Ibid.

\(^{192}\) Ibid.


The three part test is: “it is provided for by law, it serves to protect a legitimate interest recognised under international law and it is necessary to protect that interest.” (See “Joint Declaration on Freedom of Expression and responses to conflict situations”. Available from
G. Restrictions on freedom of assembly and association

120. On 28 February 2019, the central government declared religious-political organization Jamaat-e-Islami (Jammu and Kashmir) an unlawful association under section 3(1) of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act 1967. The government banned the Jamaat-e-Islami, which runs schools and mosques in the state, for five years for trying to “escalate secessionist movement” and forming the Hizbul Mujahideen armed group and providing it material support. Days before the ban, authorities in Jammu and Kashmir arrested over 150 leaders and members of the Jamaat-e-Islami. It was previously banned in 1990.

121. On 22 March 2019, the central government declared the pro-independence Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front (Yasin faction) an unlawful association under the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act. This political party is led by Mohammed Yasin Malik who gave up armed insurgency in 1995 for non-violent political activism. He was detained on 22 February 2019 under the PSA and later arrested on 9 April 2019 by the National Investigation Agency (NIA) in a case related to funding of separatist political parties in Jammu and Kashmir. Mohammed Yasin Malik is also accused of a kidnapping in 1989 and murder of four Indian Air Force personnel in 1990.

122. Political leaders in Jammu and Kashmir criticized the ban on Jamaat-e-Islami and the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front as an attack on civil liberties and one that would have a “major social impact” in the state.

123. Authorities in Jammu and Kashmir employ various means to disrupt the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association of separatist or pro-independence leaders. They are often placed under house arrest for several days in order to prevent them from participating or leading protests, public meetings and even religious congregations. Authorities use sections 144, 107 and 151 of the Jammu and Kashmir Code of Criminal Procedure 1989 to thwart the political work of separatist or pro-independence leaders.

---


196 Press Information Bureau, “Strong Action against Terrorism in Jammu & Kashmir”.


199 Press Information Bureau, “Strong Action against Terrorism in Jammu & Kashmir”.

200 NIA is India’s central counter-terrorism law enforcement agency.


202 Ibid.
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205 Due to its special status under the Constitution of India, Jammu and Kashmir has its own Code of Criminal Procedure that is largely similar to the India code. Jammu and Kashmir has also its own penal code – Ranbir Penal Code – which is similar to the Indian Penal Code.
H. Torture

124. As a State Party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which prohibits torture under any circumstances, Article 7, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The prohibition of torture is also a norm of customary law. See, for instance, International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, Prosecutor v. Zejnil Delalić, Zdravko Mucić also known as “PAVO”, Hazim Delić, Esad Landžo also known as “ZENGA”, Trial Chamber, judgment, 16 November 2018, paras 452-454.

125. Rizwan Pandit, a school principal from Pulwama district aged 29 who died while in police custody between 18 and 19 March 2019, appears to have been tortured while in custody. He was picked up from his home in Awantipora allegedly by the National Investigation Agency on 18 March and was pronounced dead by Jammu and Kashmir Police on 19 March. A magisterial inquiry has been ordered into his death. Rizwan Pandit’s family told journalists that there were torture marks on his body and they have called for his exhumation for further investigations to be carried out. The Jammu and Kashmir National Conference party called on the current Jammu and Kashmir administration to clarify whether Rizwan Pandit was in the custody of the state police or the NIA at the time of his death.

126. No security forces personnel accused of torture or other forms of degrading and inhuman treatment have been prosecuted in a civilian court since these allegations started emerging in the early 1990s. This includes the two cases of torture highlighted in OHCHR’s June 2018 report – the death of college lecturer Shabir Ahmad Mango due to alleged torture while he was in the custody of the Indian Army in August 2016, and the case of Farooq Ahmad Dar who was strapped to the front of a moving Indian Army vehicle for several hours in April 2017. The Indian Army officer implicated in the Farooq Ahmad Dar case was presented an award in May 2017. The same officer was reportedly indicted by an Army
I. Targeting of Kashmiri Muslims outside Jammu and Kashmir

127. The 14 February 2019 suicide car bomb attack on Indian security forces in Pulwama triggered major protests across India. Following the attack several reports emerged of mobs targeting Kashmiri Muslims living and working in different parts of India. There were several reports of Kashmiri students and traders being beaten, threatened, and intimidated in different states of India. Amnesty International said ordinary Kashmiris were being targeted due to their identity.

128. On social media, individuals, journalists and even some political leaders were inciting hatred and violence against Kashmiri Muslims, people critical of the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party’s (BJP) Kashmir policies or those seeking accountability for human rights abuses in Jammu and Kashmir. In one instance, the Central Government-appointed Governor of Tripura state made a social media statement suggesting Indians consider a “boycott of all things Kashmiri”. No action has been taken against him or any others who incited hatred and violence against Kashmiris.

129. On 22 February 2019, the Supreme Court of India directed the Central Government and three state governments to “take prompt and necessary action to prevent incidents of assault, threat, social boycott and such other egregious acts against the Kashmiris.” India’s National Human Rights Commission issued notices to the Central Government and three state governments seeking reports on the “ill-treatment of Kashmiris”. While a federal minister denied there were any cases of harassment of Kashmiri students, the Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi criticized the harassment of Kashmiris after the Pulwama attack.


Here Kashmiri Muslims denotes all Muslim residents of the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir and not just the Kashmiri-speaking Muslims of the state.


Ibid

Ibid

Verified by OHCHR through analysis of multiple social media accounts.


130. According to JKCCS, there have been increasing cases of harassment and persecution of Kashmiris living and working in different parts of India over the last few years.\(^{227}\) The group compiled at least 22 such cases in 2018 in which 24 Kashmiri students were assaulted.\(^{228}\) JKCCS notes that “the rise in right-wing mob violence in India” has made Kashmiris living in different parts of India insecure and fearful of being harassed and physically attacked.\(^{229}\)

VI. Abuses by armed groups\(^ {230} \)

131. The Government of India accuses armed groups supported by Pakistan of committing human rights abuses including targeting civilians and off-duty soldiers in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir.\(^ {231} \) According to Indian authorities, “cross-border terrorism emanating from Pakistan” is the main challenge in Jammu and Kashmir.\(^ {232} \) The Government of Pakistan disputes this position as “self-serving and motivated by a deliberate design to project the legitimate indigenous Kashmiri struggle for self-determination” terrorism.\(^ {233} \)

132. Since the late 1980s, a variety of armed groups has been actively operating in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir, and there has been documented evidence of these groups committing a wide range of human rights abuses, including kidnappings, killings of civilians and sexual violence.\(^ {234} \) While in the 1990s there were reportedly over a dozen armed groups operating in Indian-Administered Kashmir, in recent years four major armed groups are believed to be operational in this region: Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, Jaish-e-Mohammed, Hizbul

---

\(^ {227} \) On 2 February 2018, Kashmiri students studying at the Haryana Central University were physically assaulted while returning to campus after offering congregational Friday prayers in Mahendragarh town, Haryana; In August 2018, four Kashmiri students in a Bengaluru college were reportedly barred from attending their classes for growing beards. The Principal of the college cited ‘hygiene’ as a reason to bar the students from taking their classes; On 12 October 2018, the Aligarh Muslim University suspended three Kashmiri students for offering funeral prayers in absentia for a former student Manan Wani who joined the Hizb-ul-Mujahideen armed group and was killed in a gunfight with the security forces in Kupwara district on 1 April 2018. (See JKCCS, “Annual Human Rights Review 2018”, p.6.)

\(^ {228} \) Ibid, pp 54-57.

\(^ {229} \) Ibid, p.6.

\(^ {230} \) In the humanitarian field, the United Nations has developed the following working definition of non-State armed groups (hereinafter: armed groups): “Groups that have the potential to employ arms in the use of force to achieve political, ideological or economic objectives; are not within the formal military structures of States, State-alliances or intergovernmental organizations; and are not under the control of the State(s) in which they operate.” (G. McHugh, M. Bessler, *Humanitarian negotiations with armed groups: A manual for practitioners*, United Nations: New York, 2006, p. 87. Available from https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/28BEC3628B99A532852571070071B4B3-unocha-30jan.pdf.)


Mujahideen and Harakat Ul-Mujahidin.\textsuperscript{235} All four are believed to be based in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir,\textsuperscript{236} although two of the four are banned by the Government of Pakistan.\textsuperscript{237}

133. According to JKCCS, 18 civilians were killed by armed group members and another 25 civilians by unknown gunmen in 2018.\textsuperscript{238} On 22 March 2019, a 12-year-old boy was reportedly killed when he was held hostage by three members of Lashkar-e-Tayyiba who were trapped in an armed encounter with Indian security forces in Shopian district.\textsuperscript{239}

134. On 18 March 2019, the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions wrote to the Indian authorities seeking information on the killing of five civilians by alleged “militants or unknown individuals”\textsuperscript{240} The Special Rapporteur has previously highlighted that “absolute prohibition against extrajudicial executions applied to armed non-state actors that control territories and populations”.\textsuperscript{241}

135. Two armed groups have been accused of recruiting and deploying child soldiers in Indian-Administered Kashmir. According to the Special Representative of the United Nations Secretary-General on Children and Armed Conflict, in 2018 three cases of “recruitment and use of children” was reported from the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir. One case was attributed to Jaish-e-Mohammed and the other two to Hizbul Mujahideen.\textsuperscript{242} On 9 December 2018, two child soldiers - aged 14 and 17 years - allegedly recruited by Lashkar-e-Tayyiba reportedly were killed in a gunfight with Indian security forces in the Hajin area of Bandipora district.\textsuperscript{243} The two children had been reported missing on 31 August 2018, and Jammu and Kashmir Police believe they had joined Lashkar-e-Tayyiba in October 2018.\textsuperscript{244}

136. Hours after the release of OHCHR’s June 2018 Kashmir report, content defaming JKCCS and prominent human rights defender Khurram Parvez was spread by a group that claimed to have ISIS affiliation.\textsuperscript{245} The group made death threats to Khurram Parvez and his family, and denounced the work of JKCCS.\textsuperscript{246}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{236} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{237} According to the list updated on 10 May 2019, https://nacta.gov.pk/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Proscribed-OrganizationEng.pdf. However, founders and leaders of Lashkar-e-Tayyiba and Jaish-e-Mohammed who are both on the UNSC Al-Qaeda/ISIL sanctions list have not been arrested and prosecuted yet.
\item \textsuperscript{238} JKCCS, “Annual Human Rights Review 2018”, p.8.
\item \textsuperscript{240} A/72/865-S/2018/465, para 218.
\item \textsuperscript{242} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{244} Ibid.
\end{itemize}
137. Amidst rising tensions in August 2018, an armed group abducted 11 people closely related to Jammu and Kashmir Police personnel from various parts of the Kashmir Valley and released them unhurt a few days later. The abductions were reportedly a retaliation for the harassment faced by the families of armed group members.

138. Armed groups were reportedly responsible for attacks on persons affiliated or associated with political organizations in Jammu and Kashmir including the killing of at least six political party workers and a separatist leader. In the lead up to the local body elections scheduled for October 2018, armed groups threatened Kashmiris against participating in the elections and warned of “dire consequences” if those running for elections did not immediately withdraw their nomination papers and publicly apologized for their actions.

139. While armed groups have sporadically threatened political workers in previous elections, the number of attacks in 2018 is amongst the highest in recent times. Jammu and Kashmir Police blamed unnamed armed groups for abducting and killing a political activist of the Bharatiya Janata Party in Pulwama district on 22 August 2018. Authorities accused unnamed armed groups for the killing of two political activists from the Jammu and Kashmir National Conference in Srinagar on 5 October 2018. A member of the Jammu and Kashmir People’s Democratic Party was shot dead by suspected armed group members in Srinagar on 29 October 2018. On 1 November 2018, the Jammu and Kashmir state secretary of the BJP and his brother were shot dead by suspected armed group members in the Kishtwar district of Jammu region. Police blamed armed groups for killing BJP’s youth wing activist in Shopian district on 3 November 2018. A person associated with the separatist groups Tehreek-e-Hurriyat was shot dead by unknown gunmen inside his house in Anantnag district on 20 November 2018. A political worker with the Janata Dal (United) party narrowly escaped an attack by unidentified gunmen in Srinagar on 28 November 2018.

140. The 14 February 2019 suicide bombing on Indian security forces in Pulwama was claimed by Jaish-e-Mohammed. While India blamed Pakistan for continuing to support the group’s activities, Pakistan denied the allegations and asked India to provide “actionable evidence” about the involvement of any Pakistani national. Pakistan Foreign Minister Shah


248 Ibid.


255 Tehreek-e-Hurriyat is a separatist political party led by Syed Ali Shah Geelani.


Mehmood Qureshi told an international news organization that Jaish-e-Mohammed founder Mohammad Masood Azhar is present in Pakistan and if India provides strong evidence then they will arrest him in accordance with applicable legal processes. However, a spokesperson for the Pakistan Army denied that Jaish-e-Mohammed “exists formally” in Pakistan.

141. On 1 May 2019, the United Nations Security Council Da’esh and Al-Qaida Sanctions Committee announced that it had added Mohammad Masood Azhar to its list of individuals or entities subject to the assets freeze, travel ban and arms embargo.

142. On 21 February 2019, Pakistan announced that it was listing Jamaat ud Dawa and its charity wing Falah-i-Insaniyat Foundation as proscribed organizations under Pakistan’s Anti-Terrorism Act. On 5 March 2019, Pakistani authorities said Mufti Abdul Raoof and Hamad Azhar – brother and son of Jaish-e-Mohammed founder Masood Azhar – have been placed in “preventive detention” until India provides proof of their criminal activities. The Interior Ministry representatives stated that if they find no proof they would release Mufti Abdul Raoof and Hamad Azhar from detention. On 28 March 2019, Pakistan rejected the Indian dossier detailing proof of Jaish-e-Mohammed’s complicity in the Pulwama attack.

143. Pakistan-based armed groups that operate mostly in Indian-Administered Kashmir have also been accused of harassing and threatening nationalist and pro-independence political workers in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir.

144. On 2 August 2018, unknown armed group members attacked and burned down at least 12 schools in Gilgit-Baltistan’s Diamer district. At least half were girls’ schools.

145. On 22 February 2019, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), an inter-governmental organization that monitors money laundering and terrorist financing, said Pakistan had made a “high-level political commitment” to work with FATF “to address its strategic counter-terrorist financing-related deficiencies”. However, FATF added that Pakistan “does not demonstrate a proper understanding of the TF [terror financing] risks posed by Da’esh, AQ [Al Qaeda], JuD [Jamaat ud Dawa], FIF [Falah-i-Insaniyat Foundation], LeT [Lashkar e Tayyiba], JeM [Jaish-e-Mohammed], HQN [Haqqani Network], and persons affiliated with the Taliban.” It urged Pakistan to address its “strategic deficiencies” and complete its action plan.


263 Pakistan Ministry of Interior press conference, 5 March 2019. Available from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=By0OZGRJo7E.
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VII. Human Rights Violations in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir

A. Constitutional and legal structures impacting the enjoyment of human rights

146. Pakistan-Administered Kashmir comprises two administrative regions: Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) and Gilgit-Baltistan (G-B). In the June 2018 report, OHCHR noted that, the human rights violations in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir are of a different calibre or magnitude and of a more structural nature than those in Indian-Administered Kashmir. OHCHR made several recommendations to the Pakistani authorities to address these issues. In its response to OHCHR’s observations in the June 2018 report, the Government of Pakistan maintained that the constitutional and legal structures of Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan adequately protect the rights of its citizens. However, OHCHR’s monitoring and analysis found that these concerns remain. Both regions introduced constitutional changes, but failed to address the main elements that restrict the full enjoyment of all human rights for people living in these regions.

147. The Azad Jammu and Kashmir Legislative Assembly passed the 13th amendment to its Interim Constitution on 2 June 2018 altering the Kashmir Council’s role to an advisory one. While Pakistani authorities said the amended Interim Constitution will “empower the AJK legislative assembly”, India protested the move. Azad Jammu and Kashmir political leaders suggested that by changing the role of the Kashmir Council to an advisory body, more powers had been shifted to the Azad Jammu and Kashmir Legislative Assembly and the Government of Azad Jammu and Kashmir. The Kashmir Council, dominated by Pakistani federal authorities, was vested with wide-ranging powers, including the authority to appoint and dismiss judges of the superior courts in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and to appoint the Chief Election Commissioner. However, the 13th amendment actually transferred the Kashmir Council’s powers to the Prime Minister of Pakistan.

148. On 22 May 2018, the Government of Gilgit-Baltistan promulgated the Government of Gilgit-Baltistan Order 2018 to replace the Gilgit-Baltistan (Empowerment and Self-Governance) Order 2009. The promulgation was met with widespread protests in Gilgit-Baltistan including by mainstream political parties, pro-independence groups and civil society organizations with demands for full democratic rights and representation. On 20 June 2018, the Supreme Appellate Court of Gilgit-Baltistan suspended the new order. On 17 January 2019, the Supreme Court of Pakistan restored the Gilgit-Baltistan Order 2018, warned Pakistani authorities against changing the status of Gilgit-Baltistan until a referendum.

---


was conducted and extended its own powers over the region.\textsuperscript{279} After the Supreme Court judgement, Pakistan’s Ministry of Kashmir Affairs and Gilgit-Baltistan introduced a new document titled Gilgit-Baltistan Governance Reforms, 2019.\textsuperscript{280} This document is identical to the Government of Gilgit-Baltistan Order 2018.

149. Unlike Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Indian-Administered Kashmir, Gilgit-Baltistan does not have a law that reserves the right to own land only to its permanent residents.\textsuperscript{281}


B. Restrictions on the rights to freedom of expression and association

151. In the June 2018 report, OHCHR highlighted that the Interim Constitution of Azad Jammu and Kashmir places several restrictions on anyone criticizing the region’s accession to Pakistan,\textsuperscript{282} in contravention of Pakistan’s commitments to uphold the rights to freedoms of expression and opinion, assembly and association.\textsuperscript{283} OHCHR recommended that Pakistani and Azad Jammu and Kashmir authorities bring these laws into compliance with international human rights standards.\textsuperscript{284} However, the amended Interim Constitution of 2018 has retained the clauses that directly contravene international human rights law. It explicitly continues to state, “[N]o person or political party in Azad Jammu and Kashmir shall be permitted to propagate against, or take part in activities prejudicial or detrimental to, the ideology of the State’s accession to Pakistan.”\textsuperscript{285}

152. Azad Jammu and Kashmir’s electoral law has not been amended, and it continues to disqualify anyone running for elected office who does not sign a declaration that says, “[I] have consented to the above nomination and that I am not subject to any disqualification for being, or being elected as a member of the Legislative Assembly and in particular I solemnly declare that I believe in the Ideology of Pakistan, the Ideology of State’s Accession to Pakistan and the integrity and sovereignty of Pakistan.”\textsuperscript{286}

153. Authorities in Gilgit-Baltistan also failed to amend similar provisions in the region’s governance rules that restrict the rights to freedoms of expression and opinion, assembly and association. The Government of Gilgit-Baltistan Order 2018 and the updated Gilgit-Baltistan Governance Reforms, 2019 retain the same language limiting freedom of association from the Gilgit-Baltistan Empowerment and Self-Governance Order 2009.\textsuperscript{287} The Gilgit-Baltistan Governance Reforms, 2019 states, “[N]o person or political party in the area comprising Gilgit-Baltistan shall propagate against, or take part in activities prejudicial or detrimental to the ideology of Pakistan.”\textsuperscript{288}

154. A prominent Pakistani NGO criticised the Government of Gilgit-Baltistan Order 2018 for failing to protect the fundamental freedoms of the people of Gilgit-Baltistan.\textsuperscript{289} The Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP) said, “[I]n claiming to grant the people of

\textsuperscript{281} G-B’s state subject rule was abolished by Government of Pakistan in 1974.
\textsuperscript{284} Ibid. p.49.
\textsuperscript{287} Government of Gilgit-Baltistan, Gilgit-Baltistan (Empowerment and Self-Governance) Order 2009, Article 9(2).
[Gilgit-Baltistan] their fundamental freedoms, the [Gilgit-Baltistan] Order has clipped their right to freedom of association and expression. It has denied any Gilgit-Baltistani the right to become a chief judge of the Supreme Appellate Court or to have any say in internal security. Above all, it has disregarded people’s needs despite continual public pressure in [Gilgit-Baltistan] to address their problems fairly and in accordance with local aspirations.”

155. After the Supreme Court of Pakistan restored the Government of Gilgit-Baltistan Order 2018 in January 2019, the HRCP called on Pakistan’s President to delay the enforcement of the order “pending necessary consultations with the people of Gilgit-Baltistan”. In a letter sent to Pakistan President Arif Alvi, the HRCP reiterated its earlier observation that “the Government of Gilgit-Baltistan Order 2018 was a step backwards as compared to the previous order issued in 2009, i.e. the Gilgit-Baltistan (Empowerment and Self-Governance) Order 2009. The democratically minded people of Gilgit-Baltistan have long been fighting for the recognition of their fundamental rights.”

156. Members of nationalist and pro-independence political parties claim that they regularly face threats, intimidation and even arrests for their political activities from local authorities or intelligence agencies. They said often threats are also directed at their family members including children. Such intense pressure has reportedly forced many to either flee Pakistan and continue their political activities in exile or stop them completely.

157. In November 2018, 19 activists of the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front were charged with “treason” for organising a rally in Kotli area of Azad Jammu and Kashmir. Protesters raised slogans that called on India and Pakistan to demilitarize and leave Kashmir. On 15 March 2019, 30 members of the Jammu Kashmir National Students Federation were arbitrarily detained by Pakistani law enforcement agencies while protesting at the Rawalpindi Press Club in Rawalpindi. The Jammu Kashmir National Students Federation members were reportedly demanding Kashmiri independence from Pakistan. They were held incommunicado before being released on 20 March 2019 after a court intervention. The Jammu Kashmir National Students Federation allege that the Pakistani authorities did not release their former president, Sardar Talah, who was also detained at the same venue on 15 March 2019 and have expressed concerns for his well-being.

158. While the 13th amendment has reportedly transferred most powers to the Azad Jammu and Kashmir Assembly, media owners in the region still have to obtain permission to publish from the Kashmir Council and the Ministry of Kashmir Affairs.

159. According to journalists working in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan, media houses continue to practice self-censorship as a means of avoiding harassment from

---
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security agencies and not losing government advertisements, which are the main source of revenue. Journalists claim local administrators use the advertisement revenue as a “carrot and stick” policy with media owners in order to get favourable news published, reduce coverage of their political opponents and censor any criticism of Pakistan by political groups or civil society members.

160. Journalists in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir continue to face threats and harassment in the course of carrying out their professional duties. According to the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), an anti-terrorism court in Gilgit-Baltistan sentenced journalist Shabbir Siham in absentia to 22 years in prison and fined him 500,000 Pakistani Rupees (USD 4,300) on charges of defamation, criminal intimidation, committing acts of terrorism, and absconding from court proceedings. Shabbir Siham was accused of “fabrication and extorting a regional minister in violation of Pakistan’s Anti-Terrorism Act, after he wrote an article for the Daily Times newspaper accusing legislators from Gilgit-Baltistan of involvement in human trafficking and prostitution.” Shabbir Siham told CPJ that he did not appear before the court due to security concerns.

161. On 21 November 2018, Gilgit-Baltistan authorities arrested journalist Muhammad Qasim Qasimi after he engaged in a verbal argument with a local police official. The newspaper that he worked for reported that he may have been arrested to prevent the publication of his story on a corruption scandal in the local government. According to CPI, Qasimi has been charged with “criminal intimidation, intentional insult with intent to provoke breach of peace, defamation, threat of injury to public servant, and obstructing a public servant in discharge of public functions.”

162. According to the International Crisis Group (ICG), Pakistani intelligence officials have also warned journalists in Gilgit-Baltistan against criticising the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor projects.

C. Business and human rights

163. Several major projects have been proposed in Gilgit-Baltistan under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), which is seen as a major infrastructure development boost for the region. While CPEC has raised expectations of bringing development to an impoverished region, civil society groups say the initial optimism has been replaced by disappointment and a sense of outrage.

164. According to ICG, the people of Gilgit-Baltistan are resentful because they feel CPEC projects were “designed and implemented without their input” and “will be of little benefit to them”. Environmental activists and local communities have also raised concerns about the ecological impact of largescale infrastructure projects. Locals believe most CPEC jobs would go to outsiders from Pakistani provinces and they fear this “could also affect Gilgit-Baltistan’s delicate Sunni-Shia demographic balance.” ICG concludes, “the state’s
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response to local dissent and alienation has been an overbearing security presence, marked by army checkpoints, intimidation and harassment of local residents, and crackdowns on anti-CPEC protest.”

165. The fashion in which the CPEC projects are being implemented raises issues in relation to the enjoyment of rights enshrined in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, to which Pakistan is State party. In addition, according to the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, “business enterprises have an independent responsibility to respect human rights and that in order to do so they are required to exercise human rights due diligence.” It defines human rights due diligence as “processes that all business enterprises should undertake to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they address potential and actual impacts on human rights caused by or contributed to through their own activities, or directly linked to their operations, products or services by their business relationships.” The first pillar of the Guiding Principles highlights the state’s duty to protect against “human rights abuse within their territory and/or jurisdiction by third parties, including business enterprises.” This, the Guiding Principles say, requires taking appropriate steps to prevent, investigate, punish and redress such abuse through effective policies, legislation, regulations and adjudication.

166. A key concern in both Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan is that the local communities do not control natural resources of the territories as these are controlled by Pakistani federal agencies. Political leaders and activists feel their natural resources are exploited for the benefit of Pakistan while the people of Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan continue to remain largely impoverished.

D. Impact of counter-terrorism on human rights

167. Authorities in Gilgit-Baltistan continue to use the Anti-Terrorism Act 1997 (ATA) to target political activists, human rights defenders and student protesters. As noted in the June 2018 OHCHR report, the ATA is a Pakistani law misused by Gilgit-Baltistan authorities especially after the introduction of Pakistan’s National Action Plan for countering terrorism and extremism in December 2014. The report also indicated concerns raised by the Human Rights Committee and the Committee against Torture.

168. Prominent political activist Baba Jan and 11 other protesters who were prosecuted under ATA for their environmental activism in September 2011 are serving a prison sentence of 40 years and activists believe they have only narrow legal recourse available to challenge false charges against them.

169. Authorities in Gilgit-Baltistan frequently clamp down on any anti-CPEC dissent with the ATA and the 2016 cybercrimes law. Anyone who protests or criticises CPEC is termed
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as “anti-national and anti-people”. Moreover, authorities often accuse critics of being Indian spies in order to delegitimize their concerns and protests.

170. In a joint communication to the Government of Pakistan, a group of Special Procedures mandate holders observed, “[I]t appears that ATA has effectively created a parallel system of unique and exceptional procedures from arrest to custody, detention, prosecution, and sentencing of terrorism suspects by authorizing measures such as the denial of bail, enhanced police powers, arrest without warrant, and extended remand of suspects for up to 30 days, thereby increasing the risk of torture as a means of extracting confessions in police or other law-enforcement’s or security forces’ custody.”

E. Restrictions on the freedom of religion or belief

171. In the June 2018 report, OHCHR drew attention to the provision in Azad Jammu and Kashmir’s Interim Constitution that, similar to Pakistan’s Constitution, defines who is a real “Muslim” and uses this definition to discriminate against the minority Ahmadiyya community. The amended Interim Constitution of 2018 has made no changes to this discriminatory provision.

172. Human rights lawyers and activists informed OHCHR that Pakistan’s blasphemy provisions continue to be in force in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan. These provisions have been criticized by several United Nations Treaty Bodies and Special Procedures mandate holders for violating a range of international human rights principles and emboldening instigation of violence against religious minorities.

F. Enforced or involuntary disappearances

173. OHCHR has received credible information of enforced disappearances of people from Pakistan-Administered Kashmir including those who were held in secret detention and those whose fate and whereabouts continue to remain unknown. The people subjected to enforced or involuntary disappearances included men working with Pakistani security forces or those who were allegedly previously associated with armed groups that operate in Indian-Administered Kashmir. Some cases of alleged enforced disappearances have also been
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reported from areas close to the Line of Control that are under the control of Pakistani armed forces.  

174. In almost all cases brought to OHCHR’s attention, victim groups allege that Pakistani intelligence agencies were responsible for the disappearances. There are fears that people subjected to enforced disappearances from Pakistan-Administered Kashmir may have been detained in any of the military-run internment centers in Pakistan.  

175. The Human Rights Committee has stated that although the ICCPR does not explicitly use the term “enforced disappearance” as such, enforced disappearance constitutes a unique and integrated series of acts that represent continuing violation of various rights recognized in the Covenant, including right to life and the prohibition of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.  

176. In April 2017, the Committee against Torture expressed concern at “very broad powers given to the Army to detain people suspected of involvement in terrorist activities without charge or judicial supervision in internment centres under the Actions (in Aid of Civil Power) Regulation, 2011 (arts. 2 and 15).” It recommended Pakistan “[r]epeal or amend the Actions (in Aid of Civil Power) Regulation, 2011 in order to remove the power of the military to establish internment centres” and “ensure that no one is held in secret or incommunicado detention anywhere in the territory of the State party, as detaining individuals in such conditions constitutes per se a violation of the Convention.”  

177. The Human Rights Committee has also expressed these internment centres and the “allegedly high number of persons held in secret detention under the Regulation (Actions in Aid of Civil Power) Regulation, 2011)” The Committee welcomed the establishment of Pakistan’s Commission of Inquiry on Enforced Disappearances and expressed concerns about “the insufficient power and resources allocated to the Commission; the non-compliance with the Commission’s orders by the relevant authorities; and the high number of cases brought before the Commission that remain unresolved, with no criminal proceedings brought against perpetrators (arts. 2, 6, 7, 9, 14 and 16).”  

178. In May 2018, the Government of Pakistan advised the Supreme Court of Pakistan that 1,330 people were being held in various internment camps and that it required more time to furnish the Court with details of the legal proceedings against them.  

179. OHCHR has been informed that there are likely several other cases of enforced or involuntary disappearances in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir but they do not get reported like in rest of Pakistan due to the lack of independent media or independent human rights groups working in these areas.  
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180. The United Nations Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances has received at least one case of a Pakistani national disappeared from Azad Jammu and Kashmir and a permanent resident of Gilgit-Baltistan disappeared from Pakistan.

VIII. Conclusions and recommendations

181. This report highlights serious human rights violations and patterns of impunity in Indian-Administered Kashmir and significant human rights concerns witnessed in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir. As stated in OHCHR’s June 2018 report, there remains an urgent need to address past and ongoing human rights violations and to deliver justice for all people in Kashmir.

182. Political tensions between India and Pakistan over Kashmir often result in the increase of ceasefire violations along the Line of Control, including shelling and firing. Ceasefire infringements in 2018 and 2019 resulted in the killing of civilians, destruction of civilian property and displacement of people in both Indian-Administered Kashmir and Pakistan-Administered Kashmir.348

183. As neither the Governments of India nor of Pakistan have taken clear steps to address and implement the recommendations made in OHCHR’s June 2018 report, those recommendations are reiterated and restated in this report. Additional recommendations are also addressed to the respective authorities for their consideration.

OHCHR recommends:

To the Human Rights Council:

Consider the findings of this report, including the possible establishment of a commission of inquiry to conduct a comprehensive independent international investigation into allegations of human rights violations in Kashmir.

To the authorities in India:

(a) Fully respect India’s international human rights law obligations in Indian-Administered Kashmir,

(b) Urgently repeal the Armed Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) Special Powers Act, 1990; and, in the meantime, immediately remove the requirement for prior central government permission to prosecute security forces personnel accused of human rights violations in civilian courts;

(c) Establish independent, impartial and credible investigations to probe all civilian killings which have occurred since July 2016, as well as obstruction of medical services during the 2016 unrest, arson attacks against schools and incidents of excessive use of force by security forces including serious injuries caused by the use of the pellet-firing shotguns;

(d) Investigate all deaths that have occurred in the context of security operations in Jammu and Kashmir following the guidelines laid down by the Supreme Court of India;

(e) Investigate all cases of abuses committed by armed groups in Jammu and Kashmir, including the killings of minority Kashmiri Hindus since the late 1980s;

(f) Provide reparations and rehabilitation to all individuals injured and the family of those killed in the context of security operations;

(g) Investigate and prosecute all cases of sexual violence allegedly perpetrated by state and non-state actors, and provide reparations to victims;

(h) Bring into compliance with international human rights standards all Indian laws and standard operating procedures relating to the use of force by law enforcement and security entities, particularly the use of firearms; immediately order the end of the use of pellet-firing shotguns in Jammu and Kashmir for the purpose of crowd control;

(i) Amend the Jammu and Kashmir Public Safety Act, 1978 to ensure its compliance with international human rights law;

(j) Release or, if appropriate, charge under applicable criminal offences all those held under administrative detention and ensure the full respect of standards of due process and fair trial guaranteed under International law;

(k) Treat any person below the age of 18 who is arrested in a manner consistent with the Convention on the Rights of the Child;

(l) Investigate all blanket bans or restrictions on access to the Internet and mobile telephone networks that were imposed in 2016, and ensure that such restrictions are not imposed in the future;

(m) End restrictions on the movement of journalists and arbitrary bans of the publication of newspapers in Jammu and Kashmir.

(n) Ensure independent, impartial and credible investigations into all unmarked graves in the state of Jammu and Kashmir as directed by the State Human Rights Commission; if necessary, seek assistance from the Government of India and /or the international community. Expand the competence of the Jammu and Kashmir State Human Rights Commission to investigate all human rights violations and abuses in the state, including those allegedly committed by central security forces;

(o) Ensure people from Kashmir are not targeted or legally harassed in other parts of India on the basis of their actual or presumed identity;

(p) Ratify the International Convention for the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance, the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment and its Optional Protocol,

(q) Introduce enabling domestic laws as recommended during India’s UPR in 2008, 2012 and 2017;

(r) In line with its standing invitation to the Special Procedures, accept the invitation requests of the almost 20 mandates that have made such requests; in particular, accept the request of the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances and facilitate its visit to India, including to Jammu and Kashmir; and

(s) Fully respect the right of self-determination of the people of Kashmir as protected under international law.

To the Government of Pakistan:

(a) Fully respect international human rights law obligations in Pakistan-Administered Kashmir;

(b) End the misuse of anti-terror legislation to persecute those engaging in peaceful political and civil activities and expressions of dissent, and amend the Anti-Terrorism Act to bring it in line with international human rights standards, including by incorporating human rights safeguards;

(c) Federal and local authorities should amend sections of the Interim Constitution of Azad Jammu Kashmir and other relevant legislation that limit the rights to freedoms of expression and opinion, and peaceful assembly and association;

(d) Immediately release from prison or house arrest any political activists, journalists and other civil society actors who have been convicted for peacefully expressing their opinions;

(e) Federal and local authorities should amend the constitutions of Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan to end the criminalization of the Ahmadiyya Muslims and to allow to them to freely and safely exercise their freedom of religion or belief;
(f) Abolish blasphemy provisions in Azad Jammu Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan to facilitate the enjoyment of freedom of religion and belief by all people;

(g) Ensure indigenous and local communities of Azad Jammu and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan are consulted and give their informed consent for the use of their land or natural resources for any kind of non-local business activities;

(h) Ratify the International Convention for the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance, and its Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment,

(i) Criminalize enforced disappearances in the penal code and reinforce the capacities of the Pakistanis Inquiry Commission on Enforced Disappearances as Pakistan had accepted in its UPR in 2013; and

(j) Fully respect the right of self-determination of the people of Kashmir as protected under international law.

IV. Annex: Responses from concerned Member States

184. OHCHR shared the draft report with the Governments of India and of Pakistan on 12 June 2019 with a request to provide any factual comments by 17 June.

185. India did not make any request for or suggest any specific factual corrections to the content of the report nor did it address any of the allegations contained in it. However, it rejected the report on the basis it was “fallacious, tendentious and [politically] motivated” – similar to its rejection of the first report on Kashmir issued in June 2018. India stated that the report should focus on “cross-border terrorism” which it claimed was at the “heart of the issue” claiming that OHCHR had overlooked this issue in the report. It added that the report had ignored its “sustained and comprehensive socio-economic development efforts”. India requested OHCHR not to publish the report.

186. Pakistan welcomed the report and provided “factual” comments which were considered by OHCHR on the basis of merit. Many were requests for the removal or amendment of sections of the report pertaining to Pakistan-Administered Kashmir on the grounds that the information was not specific to Pakistan-Administered Kashmir but were general human rights concerns affecting all of Pakistan. Pakistan also requested OHCHR to include what is essentially political analysis and the historical background that was contained in the first report.